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What do you think are
the top 5 technology tools used by teachers?
Jane Hart has compiled a 2014 list of the Top 100 Tools for
Learning from the votes of 1,038 learning professionals from
61 countries (published on 22 September).

What does that mean for
teacher learning?
×

What do teachers need to know about new tools?

×

What does teacher knowledge consist of?

Frameworks for teacher knowledge
Hubbard and Levy, 2006
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What tools?

Modes

Wimba x 1

Video-conferencing
Skype x 1
Virtual world
(Second Life) x 1

Asynchronous
Discussion forum (Bbd) x 7
Blogs x 4
Wikis x 2
Text messaging (SMS) x 1
Wimba x 4
VoiceThread x 1
Podcasting x 1
Learning Management
Systems
• Blackboard x 7
• Web CT x 1
• Moodle x 3
Social networking system
(Ning) x 1
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×
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×

Shared her reflective journal
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Learned to see tool as not just about technology, but to relate it to what you want it to do
pedagogically
Getting feedback (both formal and informal) from Ss relating to more than just technological
aspects e.g. choosing tasks or considering the value of the tool in relation to their learning
Supporting her students’ acquisition of life skills in relation to technology use
Encouraging learner autonomy
Learning not to panic or be fearful in the face of unknown technology
Developing confidence in terms of using technology and finding that technology suits her, as long
as the outcomes seem desirable
Developing the understanding of the importance of collaboration and communication for learners
Feeling that she is part of a larger movement in relation to what is happening in e-learning
Seeing more clearly the relationship between technology and pedagogy
Getting pleasure from seeing students get excited or responding e.g. students using Wimba for
themselves outside the scheduled time
Being relaxed and not worrying if things don’t seem too clear from the beginning
Has learned skills and competencies for herself professionally
Knows that she can still learn even at an advanced age
Knows that she likes to be presented with challenges
Understanding that she likes to learn new things and shape them so they work for her and her
learners

Teacher knowledge grid
Worked for all 16 participants
What I
learned
about…
My teaching
Supporting
my students’
learning
My learning

Technology

Pedagogy

Self

Sue’s Teacher Knowledge Grid: My learning… Technology
Interview 1
• How to set up her own blog
• Learning to navigate the blog
x
• One blog à one email address
(has ended up with lots of difft email accounts)
• How to put pictures into blog
• How to embed audio, video
• Using an aggregator, RSS feeds
• Learning about widgets
• Didn’t learn html, but realises that she needs to get to
grips with it

My learning… Technology
Interview 2
• Using discussion forums for help
• Changing size of widgets to fit blog template better x
• Decisions to use technology need to be dept based in
order to support Ss moving from one prog to another.
• Need a clear idea of affordances in order to make good
choices about which technology to use
• Struggles with knowing what is an administrator’s job –
what can she do e.g. using phonemic fonts in Moodle
• Knowing when trouble shooting is related to specific
software or whether it is the lab facilities themselves e.g.
headphones
• Feels she has a better grasp of things – not swimming so
much
• Things keep cropping up (eg html) and then eventually
decided ‘I need to do something about this’

My learning… Self

Interview 1 and 2

• Developed her writing skills
• More aware of the process that you have to go
x
through in order to remember how to do things
e.g. making sure that she learns by doing it herself
• Being more aware of how she learns e.g. noticing the
problems that she has, so as to anticipate them with Ss
• ‘It takes me a long time to cotton on to things, I think’
• Become more confident about using herself as a ‘first
resource’
• Spends too much time ‘thinking about things’ – doesn’t
want to make a mistake publically

Supporting my students’ learning… Pedagogy
Interview 1 and 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

x
Using the introduction to a posting (on an aggregator) to
develop reading and prediction skills
Learnt to focus on Ss needs
Encouraging noticing
Realised that assessing how much help Ss needed was really difficult
to quantify
Started thinking about how to give digital feedback – more ways
than just highlighting errors
Feels that Ss are not thinking about their audience when they write –
more assessment focussed
Wondering how to make blog writing more meaningful
Slowed down the process of moving from writing task A to B, to
allow for more correction of task A writing, before Ss use it (reading
each others) to help them write task B
Ss need more of an awareness of what everybody has written and
what’s good, to give them a standard against which they can
measure/model their own writing
Interested in using group blogs eg Ss create text together

Questions to ask when considering a new
technology tool for your classroom
What does it do?
How do I use it?
What are the affordances of the tool for learning?
Technology

Pedagogy

Self

My
teaching

How could I use it to support my teaching?

Supporting
my
students’
learning

How could I use it to support my learners?

My

How could I use it to support my own learning?

learning

An inquiry approach
Richards and Farrell (2005) - teacher self-directed learning
× inquiry approach
× experience
× personal construction
× contextualised learning
× self-appraisal
× planning and managing
Their definition of an inquiry approach: ‘Asking questions
about one’s own teaching practices and seeking the
information needed to answer these questions’ p 14

95. LINE NEW

97. Moovly NEW

It's important to see it from the
beginning, as early as possible, in relation
to your own pedagogy, your own course structure,
what you want to achieve…so “OK, what do you want
to use this tool for then, and why? What do you want to
achieve with the tool? Or what could it achieve? How does
it fit with the learning outcomes or do you want to attach
it to a learning outcome, or is it just for keeping in
touch with students? Anja

98. Schoology NEW

99. Blendspace NEW
100. SoftChalk NEW
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